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Jesus knows what it’s like to be us, even when grief feels so much like fear.
John 11:1-44
February 27, 2022
Still unsolved
My Bible study conversations this week reminded me that the story of Lazarus in
John 11 raises issues and questions that no sermon can resolve. The problem is as old
as Job and as contemporary as Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Why does God not prevent
horrible stuff from happening? The question is both theoretical and personal.
The theoretical angle is called “theodicy” (vindication of God). It is argued from
every possible angle – philosophical, historical, biblical – and often leaves us cold.
Almost everyone faces the personal angle at some time in their lives. It’s one thing to
ask why the Holocaust happened or another news story just broke about injustice or
poverty or abuse – but it’s altogether different when it’s my story. Why did my
marriage fall apart? Why did my child die? Why can I not pay my bills again when I’m
trying so hard? “Why me?” is a very different question from “Why evil?”
I often wonder why a particular passage is included in the Bible. The question
emerges often in John because it seems clear he is deliberately adding stories the other
three Gospels omit. I want two answers: Why does John include the raising of Lazarus?
Why did Matthew, Mark, and John omit it?
When it comes to John 11, it’s possible both questions have the same answer.
This may be an embarrassing story about Jesus. First, it’s implausible, unbelievable,
fantastical. Second, in John 11, Jesus is uncomfortably emotional.
For John, Lazarus coming back to life isn’t just theoretical, although it presents
some of the most important truths about the nature of Jesus, about life and death, light
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and darkness, pain and glory. Nor is it only personal for John, even though he must
have been there that day and witnessed the drama unfold.
For John the story of Lazarus is also pastoral. He demonstrates a deep interest,
one I would guess arises from the decades of experiences he has had relating to
followers of Jesus, about his readers and all believers do when they meet grief. In John
11, he shows us vividly what happens when Jesus meets grief.
Sermon #6
I’ve preached five sermons on this passage at Corinth. I liked most of them, and
thought about just preaching one of them again. I don’t really have any new insights on
the text. In sermon #6, let me reiterate a few of the most important insights.
Lazarus and his Sisters (1-5). John introduces the story, “Now a man named
Lazarus was sick.” Even if you were reading John for the first time, you would know
where this is going. So far in John we met a sick boy, the son of a royal official. Jesus
healed him from a distance (4:46-53). We also saw that the 5,000 he fed in Galilee had
followed him because of a reputation for “healing the sick” (6:2). Jesus is going to fix
this problem or John wouldn’t have started with the sentence, “Lazarus was sick.”
Lazarus has two sisters who love him very much. The picture that emerges of
Martha and Mary is consistent with a story Luke tells. The three are apparently young
adults who live together in a town called Bethany. Since there’s never a mention of
servants, parents, spouses, or children, we assume the three comprise the entire
household. It seems Martha is the oldest, the most responsible and in charge, Mary is
the middle, the most relational and emotional, and Lazarus is the baby brother, doted
on by both sisters.
Bethany is a 30-45-minute walk down the valley, up the Mt. of Olives, and over
the hill from Jerusalem. The name means “House of Misery,” probably a place where
lepers, the poor, and Galileans lived or stayed barely out of sight but still within
convenient walking distance of the Jerusalem temple. This family seems better off than
most. Jesus himself, the Galilean prophet, usually spent his nights in Bethany when he
went to Judea for festivals. Martha did the heavy lifting for their hospitality, but Jesus
loved Mary and Lazarus as well.
Jesus and his Disciples (6-16). Bethany is where the three siblings live, but it’s
not where Jesus is when John 11 opens. He’s on the other side of the Jordan River, at
least two days’ walk away. He’s with his disciples, drawing a crowd as he always seems
to do. A messenger arrives from Bethany: “Lazarus, whom you love, is sick.”
Jesus makes a comment that seems dismissive – certainly not pastoral. “He’s not
going to die. God will be glorified through this.” Readers of John’s gospel are not
surprised that the story mentions death or glory. But Jesus also stays put for two days.
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His disciples are not surprised that he stays put. The last time they were in
Jerusalem, Jesus was threatened with death. Their surprise comes when Jesus says he is
headed in that direction, even if only as far as Bethany. Jesus is a marked man.
Jesus makes a couple of cryptic comments. First, “Let’s maximize the light so we
don’t walk in darkness.” Again, light and darkness are themes in John, so that’s not too
surprising. Second, “Lazarus is sleeping, so let’s go wake him up.”
The disciples miss the point of both comments, but once again they’re resisting
the journey west. “If Lazarus is sleeping, don’t wake him up. The sick need rest.”
Jesus answers, “No, he’s dead. But we’ll go to him so you can believe.”
“All right,” Thomas says, once again missing the point. “Let’s die too.” He’s
thinking martyrdom, and he’s ready. This entire introductory session connects themes
from John’s gospel – light and darkness, life and death, faith and the glory of God.
Grief and Promise (17-32). Jesus arrives in Bethany to the news that Lazarus has
not only died, he’s been in the tomb four days. As with most familiar stories, we like to
research background about funeral customs that may or may not be relevant, and muse
about details that may or may not be important. Are the “four days” significant? Some
say yes, because that’s when Jews believed the spirit left. That’s how we know he was
really dead. But Jesus himself was only in the tomb about 36 hours, so let’s not press
that too far.
A crowd of mourning friends from Jerusalem is still there, and they inform
Martha that Jesus has arrived. She expresses both faith and disappointment. “Lord, if
you had been here, my brother would not have died.” Then, in both a hint of what she’s
been thinking and what he’s going to do, she adds wistfully, “But even now, God will
give you what you ask.”
“Your brother will rise again,” Jesus says.
Martha answers, “At the last day.”
What Jesus says next doesn’t contradict her understanding that rising again is
about the end of time. It’s still the way we quote this fifth of seven “I am’s” in John’s
gospel. “I am the resurrection and the life. The one who believes in me will live even
after dying. Whoever lives and believes in me will never die. Are you believing this?”
She doesn’t exactly answer his question. He asks, “Are you believing this?” She
says, “I believe you.” In words that parallel Peter’s confession in the other gospels, she
says, “I believe you are the Messiah, the Son of God.” To evoke those truths about Jesus
is precisely why John wrote this gospel. The story could end there and we would have
closure. It’s where our death-stories usually end, right? Yes, my loved one has died, but
I believe Jesus is the resurrection and the life.
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This one doesn’t end there. Mary, who perhaps hadn’t heard at first that Jesus
was there or maybe was immobilized with grief, fear, disappointment, and maybe even
anger, meets Jesus with the same words her sister had used: “Lord, if you had been here
my brother would not have died.”
She’s accompanied by many “Jews.” This is not about ethnicity or even religion.
Often in John’s gospel “Jews” oppose Jesus, but the word is “Judeans,” and simply
means the people who lived in Judea – like we might say “North Carolinians.” It’s
important because there were also “Galileans” and others in the area – and most of
Jesus’ most determined opposition came from the “Judeans,” aka “Jews.”
What we find here is a reminder that not all “Jews” were defined by this
opposition to Jesus or even condescension toward people who lived in Bethany. The
sibling trio had many friends who lived in Jerusalem, and those friends came to help
them mourn the loss of their brother.
Feelings and Faith (33-44). These verses are where the story becomes
potentially embarrassing, for two reasons. First, there’s nothing like this miracle-sign in
the other gospels. Other than Jesus’ own resurrection, there’s no miracle as difficult to
believe as this one. Four days in the tomb, wrapped up like a mummy, long since
mourned – that’s different than the times Jesus seems to have raised the dead only
minutes or perhaps hours after the last breath.
Second, Jesus is so emotional. Awkwardly so, especially for those of us who are
prone to conceal our emotions in a public setting. It isn’t only that Jesus famously
“wept” – the shortest verse in the Bible. That verb is quite mild. Jesus “cried.” Tears
trickled down his cheek as he witnessed the weeping of Mary and the Jews.
No, there’s more. It’s a twice-repeated verb (33 and 38) that is variously
translated, from “very sad” to “deeply moved” to “enraged.” The Greek dictionary tells
me it’s a word used of angry horses – to “snort.” I don’t know if Jesus snorted or not,
but he’s indignant, visibly moved, stern, and upset. We know the story about him
getting angry with the buyers and sellers in God’s temple, but to find Jesus at this
moment seemingly out of emotional control – especially knowing what he’s going to do
– that’s embarrassing. He had just calmly told Martha, “I am the resurrection and the
life.” Why is he now so upset?
Some think he’s angry at the Jews who won’t leave the sisters alone. Others
think he’s angry at unbelief and sin. Some say he’s angry at death itself. John adds
another word: “troubled.” Jesus is “enraged and troubled” at Lazarus’ tomb.
The anger and angst happen when Jesus meets grief. Jesus is once again
experiencing what it means to be fully human. Grief pervades his body and soul, even
with resuscitation moments away. He joins himself to the pain. His reaction is unlike
anything in the other gospels.
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A Grief Observed
What shifted my direction this week as I prepared to preach on John 11 was the
quote on the top of your bulletin, mentioned by one of the guys in my Thursday Bible
study. C. S. Lewis said, “No one ever told me that grief felt so like fear.” Don’t focus on
the word “fear.” Focus on the word “felt.” Lewis felt. Jesus felt.
Lewis was one of the 20th century’s most famous converts to and apologists for
the Christian faith. He is considered by some to be the most influential Christian writer
in the last century. Lewis moved from atheism to agnosticism to theism to Christianity.
In 1940 – note the year, from the same era in which Europe last engaged in war
prior to this past week – Lewis published The Problem of Pain. It was what I referred to
earlier as a theodicy – a defense of belief in God’s providence and goodness in a world
of evil. He acknowledged in that book that he had “never for one moment been in a
state of mind to which even the imagination of serious pain was less than tolerable.” In
other words, he had never actually suffered himself. This was a theoretical book.
Twenty years later, Lewis would write a personal book about the pain of grief.
The Oxford don married an American woman, Joy Davidman, in 1956 for a purpose we
would now consider unethical, if not illegal. He only intended to give his good friend her
legal standing in Great Britain so she could stay in England with her two sons. Soon
after, she was diagnosed with terminal cancer, but by then the couple had married in
the eyes of the church. Joy went into remission, and wrote of the next two years,
“You’d think we were a honeymoon couple in our early twenties.”
It didn’t last. When Joy died in 1960, Lewis began journaling his thoughts in A
Grief Observed. They were private thoughts, and they were raw. He was sad, lonely,
and, yes, angry. The book begins, “No one ever told me that grief felt so like fear.” He
added, “I am not afraid, but the sensation is like being afraid.” He was afraid not only of
being alone, but of being perpetually “flat” – that having lived with such intense joy he
would never feel again. He was afraid of losing the faith he had so deliberately chosen
and passionately defended. He understood personally what Jesus had cried out on the
cross, “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?”
I’ve read most of Lewis’ most well-known books, but I had never read A Grief
Observed. I think it’s because I had been told he had, for a while, lost his faith. Linda
and I listened to it Thursday on the way to Wilmington to see our granddaughter and
her parents. It’s short, and I highly recommend it to you. It’s not even two hours of
listening and you could read it in even less time. I don’t know why people told me Lewis
had lost his faith. He didn’t lose it any more than the psalmists did in their laments.
My favorite story about the book is that he published it first under a pseudonym.
Because people didn’t know he wrote it, he received several gift copies because friends
thought it might help him to deal with his grief.
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Lewis’ honest reflections help me understand what’s going on in John 11. I’ve
usually preached this text theoretically. One of the reasons John included it was that it
does point to the hope of the resurrection of the dead. Jesus asks Martha before her
brother emerges from the tomb, “Do you believe this?”
Then grief becomes personal for Jesus. Waves of unexpected emotion pour out
of him, and they are neither to be suppressed nor concealed from the story of Jesus.
John adds this to the record because he wants us to know the emotions are not only not
unworthy of Jesus, they are yet another proof of his full humanity.
The writer of Hebrews will later say he was made just like us. He knows what it’s
like to be us in every way, including when grief feels so much like fear. For John this
story is not just theoretical, not even just personal. This is pastoral. Jesus knows just
what it’s like to be where you are, to suffer what you suffer, to feel what you feel.
Why still believe
As my Bible study group worked our way through this text on Thursday morning,
I asked them, “Why do you still believe?” The answer is not “Because we can explain
God’s actions or defend his silence.”
Then why hold on to this faith? Because, as one of my guys said, “I have two
sons.” I know what he meant as I rocked and played with a seven-month-old grandbaby
on Friday. Life. The physical universe. Evidence and logic.
John has told us the disciples themselves asked, “Where else would we go?” We
may not always understand this Jesus, we may not always be able to explain this God,
and we may not always be able to feel this Holy Spirit. But this eternal, personal God
steps into our world to experience the full range of our humanity, and then as a perfect
human fully absorbs the pain and penalty of our sin. He is worthy of our trust.
Sermons are supposed to resolve difficult questions, to tell you what to do about
them. This passage doesn’t resolve the difficult questions. It even raises some new
ones. Lazarus died again. Lewis refers to this story in A Grief Observed. He says that he
never even thought about asking God to return Joy to him. “Could I have wished her
anything worse? Having got once through death, to come back and then at some later
date, have all her dying to do over again? They call Stephen the first martyr. Hadn’t
Lazarus the rawer deal?” I would add, hadn’t Martha and Mary as well?
As wonderful as this story is, even those who witnessed it didn’t believe. We’ll
see that next week as we finish this chapter. For Jesus especially, the worst was yet to
come. Even for those who say, “I believe you are the Christ,” life sometimes still sucks.
Now and at the resurrection, he is still the resurrection and the life. He is worthy of
praise and trust. Amen.
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